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Morriacjo Forum
"A NeN Goal For Marriagr"
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seniester-long seminar "Love
and or Marriage."
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EOP Funding ’Top Priority Problem’ at SJS
Council Allocates $40,000;
Dr. Barry Says ’Got To Move"
By BILL Hilts( liNIANN
Daily Editor
Educational Opportunity Programs
(EOP) throughout the state of California are in dire financial difficulty.
Particularly at SJS, the funding of
EOP has been labeled a "top priority
problem" by Dr. David Bany, acting
executive vice president.
Both administrators and students on
this campus are extremely concerned

L,

Two Films fnd
Black History
Series Today
The much -acclaimed "Black History:
Lost, Stolen or Strayed," narrated by
Bill Cosby will be shown today at
12:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Originally shown as part of the "Of
Black America- televiscon series on
CBS last summer. the film will be
accompanied by ’’’rhe Black Soldier,"
a study of the Black participation in
America’s armed forces.
The two films will conclude a film
series sponsored by the Commission for
Inter-Cultural Education and Speech
196: "Prejudice and Communication."
Cosby’s narration in "Black History"
explores the history of attitudes
toward the I3lack man in America
with film clips of old Hollywood
movies casting the Black in the role
of the "Uncle Tom," and readings from
history books describing the Southern
Black.

Write-In Candidates
Write-in candidates, under the new
A.S. Constitution, are allowed to run
in the election provider’ all three offices, president, vice president, and
treasurer, are written in during the
A.S. election, according to Tim Fitzgerald. A.S. assistant to A.S. Pres.
Dick Miner.

v

A.S. PRESIDENTIAL candidates Marles Alaimo, Grady Robertson, Jim
McMasters, Dave Aikman, and write-in Juan Antu considered questions and
answers in Friday’s Oxford Union Debate in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Candidates Jeff Mullins and Bill Langan did not participate in the debate. Students actively questioned candidates. A final candidates forum will be held
tonight at 7:30 in Cafeteria A and B. Elections for Associated Students
offices will be held tomorrow and Wednesday. For further election information, see stories on this page and page six.

Debate Charges Fly
As Election Nears
By BOB BRACKETT
Daily Campaign Writer
After remaining silent for close to
a week while his administration was
being attacked by A.S. presidential

Issues Ultimatum

Miner Challenges Pres. Clark
By SUSI’ LYDLE
Daily City Editor
Amidst political rhetoric and mudslinging during a heated debate among
A.S. presidential hopefuls, A.S. Pres.
Dick Miner issued an ultimatum to
Pres. Robert D. Clark Friday in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Miner warned that unless Dr. Clark
could guarantee him by this afternoon
that action will be taken on the findings of the Athletic Investigation Committee, the outgoing A.S. president will
release the committee’s report.
Early last fall charges were leveled
against the Athletic Department, resulting in a joint investigation headed
by Pres. Clark and Miner.
In the five months since the first
committee hearing. there had been no
word on the results and no apparent
action taken. Charges against the Athletic Department included:
Alleged illegal recruitment.

Alleged scholarship misrepresentation.
Alleged discriminatory practices.
Pres. Clark has had the committee’s
report for two weeks, according to
Jim Noah, SJS public relations director. Dr. Clark returned ’the report to
the committee, requesting more information concerning communications. institutional research, dean of students,
athletics. and financial aids. He asked
for the additional information by
Wednesday, Noah indicated.
Pres. Clark had no comment at this
time concerning Miner’s ultimatum.
Miner’s primary aim in delivering
his ultiznatum is to "require the appropriate board to analyze the committee’s information and establish
policies for the Athletic Department
before the conclusion of the school
year."
Miner says he is also concerned with
the attacks leveled by some A.S. presidential candidates against his adminis-

over state funding. "We’ve got to move
now or we’ll be in real trouble," Dr.
Barry said. "Summer program funding
is already late."
To partially counteract the delay of
EOP funding bins currently before the
legislature, Student Council, in a special meeting Friday morning, funded
the program $40,000. The money will
be put in a reserve fund to be held
until actual state funding is known.

tration for using the Athletic Department as a "whipping boy." "The Athletic Investigation Committee’s findings substantiate that my administration has not criticized the Athletic Department without reason," Miner said.
"Pres. Clark is reluctant to release
the investigation’s results, not only the
substance of the report, but also the
implications," Miner said. "My greatest concern is that unless something
is done quickly, a lot of the same
things that happened this fall will happen next year. Only the situation will
be worse," the A.S. president explained.
"All I am asking Pres. Clark is that
he give some guarantee that he is
committed to rectifying the situation,"
Miner explained. This task should be
given to either the Academic Council
or the newly-formed Student -Faculty
Athletic Board, preferably the board,
according to Miner.
(Continued on Bark Page)

aspirants, A.S. Pres. Dick Miner entered the "mudslinging fracas" himself
duzing the Oxford Union Debate in
Morris Dailey Auditorium Friday afternoon.
The mudslinging began at the Theta
Chi house Tuesday night and was continued Thursday at Hoover Hall.
Though principle "muckracker" Jeff
Mullins was not present Friday, the
trend continued.
During the question and answer portion of the candidate’s debate, Miner
took a pot-shot at Society for the Advancement of Management (SAM)
President Jim McMasters’ platform.
He remarkedl, "I think McMasters,
although he seems to be a pretty
straight-shooting guy, has no real conception of what it takes to run an effective student goverrunent association
- - especially in light of the past activities and reputations of those he
chose to have run with him on his
ticket."
Miner expanded on his latter allegation by accusing Rob Foss, candidate
for vice president on the McMasters
ticket, with misrepresenting his qualifications. "McMaster! told SAM,
Wednesday evening, that Foss had
served a,s A.S. president at Glendale
Junior College. I know for a fact that
this is a lie."
Continuing, Miner said, "He also
claims to be on leave of absence from
Triton Corporation. The fact is, he is
he was
not on leave of absence
terminated."
Miner concluded by saying even
(Continued on Back Page)

The allocation will then be reviewed
by the Special Allocations Committee
of council and its recorrunendations
will then be forwarded to council for
final action.
Currently, there are about a half
dozen bills before both houses of the
state legislature that deal with both
EOP funding and general university,
state college and junior college funding. Two bills appear to have reasonable chances of passing their respective houses, according to political authorities. One, S.B. 1072, introduced
by Sen. John L. Harmer (R-Glendale)
requests $2.4 million in EOP funding.
Assemblyman Bob Monagan (R-Stockton), also has introduced a bill into
the assembly calling for the same appropriation. Both of these bills. though.
must be signed by Gov. Ronald Reagan,
providing they pass the legislature.
Associated Students (A.S.) Pres.
Dick Miner is not very optimistic about
the passage of the bills. He spoke
with the governor last week and said
the governor refused to comment on
the two bills, although he did indicate
the money could be better spent in the
secondary schools "where the real
problem lies," as Miner quoted Reagan.
RJR Pres. Robert D. Clark is also
concerned about the lack of inunediate
EOP funding. When in Washington,
D.C. last week, Dr. Clark contacted
legislators and staff persons of the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare about EOP funding. Although
no concrete progress was made, there
is still opportunity to enter into further discussion on the funding of EOP,
Dr. Clark related.
Last year, the A.S. funded the EOP
program to the tune of $38,000. The
college gave the program $70,947, plus
$4,000 for operating expenses and
equipment. The federal government
added $T73,950.
The estimated cost for the continuation of the program, plus adding 400
new students, is well over $1 million,
according to Donald R. Ryan, financial
have to provide
aids director. SJS
about $130,000 in order to receive
81,136,449 from the federal government.
"We have done the best vve can. We
want to go further, but we can’t go
alone," Dr. Barry said. "The college
has demonstrated soundness in their
judgment of the value of the EOP, and
the state has not lived up to its obligation. This is the tragic state of affairs that confronts us," he said. "The
(Continued on Back Page)

. . . Dave Aikman

Jeff Mullins . . .

A.S. Candidates Express Opinions in Interviews
EDITOR’S NOTE: These are the last two articles in
a series of sty eyelash,. interviews nItIt the canclidat.a
for the pregidcticy of the .tssoclated Students (.%.14.).
Space limitations preyent tlie printing of the entire
linen
s.
Jeff Mullins, (orate’. student government officer. is
a candidate for Associated Students (A.S.) president. In
an interview with the Daily, Mullins commented on
some of his campaign issues.
DallY: You have resigned from so many political officss, would you resign if elected president?
Mullins: I’d resign from president, if eleeted. if I
couldn’t get done the things I wanted to do.
Daily: You were described in the Daily by a columnist
a couple of years ago as "number one candidate for
campus jester mid restdent master of the great put on."
Isn’t this rcuripaign of yours a great put on and aren’t
you jesting with the student body?
Mullins: Why are you asking me that question? This
is something that my opponents who feel I will be taking
votes away from them will be saying, but I have a 10.
point platform. As far as this campaign being a big put
on, I think Dave Aikman’s campaign is a big put on.

Daily: You have said that if your pmgrams can’t be
carried out you’d resign.
Mullins: What I mean is that I might be forced to
resign because I’m going again.st the administration and
this lousy form of education.
Daily: What are your plans for athletics?
Mulling: My plan for big time athletic’s is to form a
big time intramurals pmgram. The alumni, the Greeks,
dormies, and the community who really dig football are
going to have to start pa,ving for it.
Daily: Did you support the action to freeze the athlet ic funds?
Mullins: I don’t support Aikman’s action beeause
think it was a grandstand action by Aikman to get his
name in the Spartan Daily. There were legitimate reasons for the department to go into deficit spending. I’m
not defending the athletic director here and I don’t want
it to come out that way.
Daily: Do you agree with freezing funds to get student
government control over its money?
Mullion: I don’t agree with freezing funds to get your
name in the paper.
Bally: Are you yourself not responsible for Dave Ailt(Continued on Back Page)

Dave Aikman, 26-year-old speech communication major and current Associate Students (A.S.) treasurer, is
one of six candidates for the presidency of the A.S.
Aikman reflected some of his views on student polities in an exclusive interview uith the Daily last week.
Daily: Vt’hat do you mean when you say that you will
increase student membership on conunittees by any
means necessary?
Alkinan: This relatm to responsible action taken by
students. I think the means we have used this year to
create new membership on committees is the means I’m
talking about. I’m not advocating a violent mute, but I
would heighten omfrontation, when neeessary, in ways
that arts responsible and the ways we can to bring about
pressure on the administration.
Daily: Do you see grandstand political plays and dramatic appeals as the only avenue on this campus to get
things done?
Alkman: I think this is an avenue to be used as it
was this year. We used that avenue when it became
necessary and there was no other alternative to u.se. We
had tried since the first of October to move the administration in a responsible direction on their own and we
were being turned down in dialogue and so we moved

and froze tbe funds and within two days we got a response. I don’t think pressure tactics are necessary if the
admirdstration began to involve themselves meaningfully with students, prior to the event taking place.
Dolly: Do you see freesing of the funds a.s a last reSort, or something you will use often?
Atlantan: Freezing of the funds was a last resort. and
I do see that type of action as a last resort. Arid I think
that kind of action has been neglected in the past. People have been confronted vvith a problem, and they have
walked away from the problem. We have not clone this,
this year, and I do not intend to do that again next year.
Daily: If you were elected president, what is the first
thing You’d do?
Alkmaar: I’d see to it that the appointments that are
made of the positions we have open for students to get
involved are done within two weeks. Then, students can
begin to work before the year ends.
Daily: Your role as trea.surer this year has been mom
political than apolitical. Do you think this Ls the type
of role the treasurer should play?
Atlantan: I think the treasurer should go beyond the
financial procedure of the college. I think, perhaps, the
(Continued on Beek Page)
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REQUIEM TO THE ASHES
By JOHN R. POIMIROO

SAN

Editor

Bill Hurschmann

Today I saw a picture
of a young Black man’s
fire-charred, twisted body
smouldering on a hate-filled pyre.
Standing around the fire
was a group of southern White
spectators.
The young Black’s hands
had been hound.
y-capped, wool-knickered,
bulky-sweatered, wire-glassed
children -- young White boys stood with their fathers
staring at the blackened Black.
A wann, wet tear came
painfully to my eye,
but it would not
escape.
My vision blurred.
I tried to cry.
There was a light from
within the burning corpse
a flame.
The flame seemed to say
that a spirit was escaping:
that there was final freedom.
That tear enflamed my being.
but did not pass my lips.
It was about 1920 then,
and tto White nten, not even myself
have cried since.

Advertising Mgr.

Roger Chapman

Editorial

Bypass Channels
They said it cetildn’t be done. and
stodgy educators e% ers here agreed.
But it was.
Chicanos at San Jose City College
demonstrated Thursday that "t e
proper channels- can. and in most
cases slitaild he by passed.
NI 1St: member, leading 120 Mexican- 1eacrictins. broke into the administration building there. and after a
quick eietion by 35 San Jose riot police. heard Dr. Otto Hoenitnieli an Ronne’. alitlost full acceptance of their
demands.
1f ter more than three years of Imeking ,y stematic procrastination similar
’alter colleg,es or universities,
the Chicanos. as they put it. were "fed
Sal Candaleria. a Chicano communorganizer. simply asked the as -.111 bled group -11.k.. there you liae it.
NN hat do you %taut to tio ’mu?"’
knil his Bronti brothers and sisters
decided.
But to their amazement. as well as
too that of the stodgy educators, all it
book %vas a feu sustained chants. a
broken window and a four-minute occupation of the administration building to express a point 100 years old:
that Brown is beautiful.
1dmittedly. program, hate been instituted more quietly at other institutions (among them SJS), but SJCC’s
Chicanos were fighting not only the
inflexibility of California education.

but the junior college stigma of "a high
school with ash trays."
It remains to be seen whether the
Mexican-American Studies Department
is set up at City College by September. and whether it is autonomous or
not.
But the fact remains that Chicanos
there and eery% here are prov ing they
are not bags of hot air carrying picket signs.
The "system" might possibly take
heed. and respond expeditiously when
the need for new programs arise, rather than after the steam kettle of suppression IlkiS burst.
J.11.

Presidential Candidates E xpress Views

ity

Muckraking Darkhorse
A lot of peoplt are trying to imply that
t ler i-iit much ilifference between Dave
kikinan and imself. that we are both of
the -.one political philosophy and that we
se.k tlie -mile goal,
1114-4- peoplo
... there is inore
of a difference lict%%ecti Aikman and myself than inect. th.
It ha- mulling to do with our goals, or
our 1111110.1.1)11k, 1/1.4.i111,1.. granted, they
are quite
I he difference between 1/ave Aiktnatt
and im-clf i- that while I -poke tip. Ailsnidn -lood by for the pa -t -ix month. perI tick Miner’s RH. man J
Bret4er
to politicall% annihilate me a- %sell a. the
neare.t emitimiler. the moderate cmididam
for fit.". pre-iileitt. Bill Langan.
lit order to help Aikman look like the
onl% -indent giiernment representative
doinu amiliing. Brewer would go into
oho,.
LattgatC- pre-- rf
lea-, for ilii Dail%. lease the office. read
the pre-- rele.ise and if it looked like if
1114:111 giT !wilts good coserage in the
Ihtils. he %soul,’ thrim it
\\ heti ii-kcil. liresser %mild then tell
1..111,1.111 that he hail taken f iii
flit.
Diiiik

dial lie didn’t

edilor vv.v.ii’t priming Langan.- m\,-.
idiom this.
mid him
Allot this lour month- ago. I told him
that he hail limier stop .Iiin Ilrmser. that
Brewer v,as playing dirty pool. et Bresser
continued hi, little gain.. which could
lame! if milk iktioan.
I- tioi- Ili, kind of principle’. about
%%hid’ tiktuati ,peak- %shim he talk, about
hi, %ear iti
I dim) think
the kind of student
goternmciti we need at S.IS.
Jeff Nhillins

Reviewing Stand

The Good Guys
fly now we hope that you have had
some exposure to the candidates, their
qualifications and their platforms. Few
slates have e% ell the minimal qualifications necessary to operate a $700,000
budget.
Lisle g to several speeches by the major romenders, we find that they often
change their stand on the issues, depending on the audience.
Presenting our idea, to all audiences.
we lime ,tre,seil the ,aine point.. We lime
supported the Police Science to the New
College, and we [lase supported the New
College to the Police Science. These are
%oliiiitary areas of interest and exist because students are interested in them.
We agree with most students who condemn the pressure polities of Dick Miner.
We must also agree vvith those who condemn Bill Langan for his silence and
tacit approval of all of ’Miner’s actions.
Langan’s total inactivity has been relieved
in the late spring only when he began to
crank up his machine for the present
elections.
We urge you to look at the treasurer’s
position. Last year we %%ere math. keenly
avvare that an miqualilied person could
not keep trail. of the budget. Our present
opposition’s treasurer candidates are art.
English. history and sociology majors. A
treasurer works with facts, figures and
financial statements. None of the other
candidates carry the minimal qualifications. We offer a better choice. A.S. is
big business.
We also offer a humanitarian approach
imolvement. No one segment has all
the right answers. IN t must seek to
ler
stand one another: to correct the inequities, to afford a more relevant education.
The Good Guys
.1i tti 11c Masters
Rob Foss
Bob Kelley

P romises Prevailin g
The previous guesi room for the Langanticket discussed achievements.
Poini- about student majorities in dealing
%..ith their (mit moneys. legal aid il/ insure
housing rights, liaisons with city council
for campus area lighting and parking development.. liaisons with tlit police to prevent anoilier Dow occurrence were made,
becaii-e this is the difference between the
old and th in.w politics
pr ses versus
accent) p I ish men is.
Promises SCP111 NI prevail this year, however. One of my opponents, Dave Aikman,
promises to challenge, while over to the
114-rz-Toran

right. lint NIclItishr, promises to bring
back everything, ineluding the 1906 earthquake. but doesn’t say how.
Fund freezing of the Athletic Department and the band seems to be Aikman’s
accomplishment or challenge. Don Quixote
had some good challenges with windmills,
but it didn’t solve any problems. The
athletic freeze was a mistake that no
executive but the treasurer wanted, since
Pres. Clark stated he could have dealt
with the detnands presented with the
freeze much quicker and effectively if
A.S. officers had discussed the situation
uith him, since as college president he
couldn’t deal on the basis of a dircet
threat.
As for die band freeze, there were no
funds to freeze but ii made good publicity.
Let’s bond together as students, not
seeking for ourselves, hut seeking accomplishments in educational relevancy, a
weekend and full time campus community
and tlo it together.
Bill Langan
John Merz
Reggie Toran

Change Direction
We’ve already made our proposal:
change the direction of student government to first emphasize the educational
interests of students, both on and off the
campus, including a representative government that reaches into every department on this campus.
We know our opposition is promising
everything
there are "good guys" and
"bad guys" everywhere. But we’re more
concerned with reality.
As of now, there is insufficient
to have a marching band next year. If
there’s a ehoice between a band and the
continuance of EOP programs, we’ll
el .f. till’ EOP programs.
We intend to seek new avenues of income
hut until they are realized there
still is not enough
y to have everything WI Might like 10 1111..
We (10111
VIPC110111 is a laughing matter.
pressures of hying a student leave little time for "total involve1111.11t." We think student government
should actively seek to lessen those pressures. 1X"e propose such a government.
We don’t think it’s necessary to have
the president of IBM or any other outside
firm leading student government. In fact,
we’re beginning to wonder if the outside
commimity has gone down the drain, since
so many "professionals" are now seeking
student office.
Next year is going to he even more difficult for students: the pressure is going

to increase. We think students deserve a
government that works to make their educational life better, and v.v. know that
words don’t make such a government.
Choosing the wrong leadership won’t
mean the end to all good things. But
neither will it mean the begiilll i l
of
service to students.
Grady Robertson
Norm Ishimoto
Jim Baldridge

Change by Sense
My name is Marles Alaimo and I am
running for president. I have been involved With Student goirernment for three
years, and have two qualities that no other
candidate has:
1) I am a member of the largest mi.
nority in the world
women, and also
a member of the largest majority itt the
world women. As a minority, we women
know what it feels like to he discriminated
against.
2) I have no ulterior motives. I am not
running because I want to go to law
school, or because my ego is involved every
time my name appears in the newspaper.
1 was a U.S. junior ski champion for six
years and a professional musician for four.
In college politics I have always fought
for the needs and rights of others. At
present I am A.S. executive. secretary, a
member of All Women’s Council and have
served on the College Union Board of
Governors. At San Jose City College, I was
an executive metnber of the Student Council and was named outstanding councilwoman of the year.
have
I am used to a man’s world:
dealt with it all my life. Our platform
contains 21 goals, and reprtsents all stm
dent factions.
We are moderates, which means we are
neither left or right- but will vote according to the time. place and circumstance
of each particular issue. We are the
Changt By Sense Party ICBS). Our candidate for vice president is Andy McDonald: David Newbarr is the treasurer
candidate.
Most of all We believe in you and your
problems and your desires for this campus. Elect us and we will find a place for
there’s room for everyone.
you
Change By Sense. Party
E. Marles Alt’
Andy McDonald
David Nmsbarr

A.R.M. Party
No student can deny the real progress
made this year bv stu lent government.
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And curiously enough, most of the candidates opposing A.R.M. in this election
were non-contributing mentbers in this
year’s A.S., who now say they can do
better.
In place of constructive criticism,
A.R.NI. is facing personal attacks and
blatant fabrications by the opposition.
They say we killed the marching band.
But the band is still very much alive. It
wouldn’t have been if we had not persuaded the Music Department to wait until May 1 before letting the band director’s publicity stunt end one of this college’s finest traditions.
The band still has a bagel, equal to
those provided by past councils. But now
they insist on more than twice as much.
It’s time they help raise the extra money
for new unifornts and quit squealing.
They say we want to kill ROTC. But it
doesn’t take a scholar to realize that the
entire military-industrial complex is killing itself.
We want to see the ROTC question debated in the proper academic committees.
This is being (Ione.
They say we’re against athletics. We’re
not. We are, however, opposed to policies
in the Athletic Department which destroy
a student’s academic future, simply for
the sake of winning hall games.
Under a concerted A.S. effort this year,
with full college cooperation, we have
taken a giant step toward reconciling those
problems. The newly-formed Athletic
Board will give students a real voice in
the area of greatest potential wealth to
the A.S.
We have used the system. 1)iit we will
never heroine part of it. And that is the
only way forward, and the hest deterrent
to violence. Check the record.
A.R.M. Party
Dave Aikman
Mike Rutz
John Murphy

"The Sige,:it name Sit Chatting"
OMB MrIM 41
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Spartan Tracksters Dominate Mt. SAC Relays
By DON HANSEN
Daily Sports Writer
John Carlos, the easy going cat
with the lightning fast speed,
continued to !he up to the role
as probably the grcatest sprinter
that ever lived at Saturday’s Mt.
San Antonio Relays.
Utilizing his special "rocket
start," Carlos boomed down the
straightaway to an outstanding
9.2 century, one-tenth of a second
more than the world record held
jointly by Charlie Greene, Bob
Hayes and Jim Hines.
The inspiration for the big SJS
_
.

speed burner came not from the
opposition of the day but from
about 2,000 miles away in Iowa
where sophomore Mike Goodrich
of Indiana had recorded a 9.2 the
previous day in the Drake Relays.
"When I heard about that cat
back there doing what he did, it
bothered me," Carlos remarked.
He even called Coach Winter
late Friday night and told him he
wasn’t going to let Goodrich get
away with it. "because there was
no way he could be faster than
Carlos."

Intramurals
Grand slam homers by Steve
Brennan of Theta Chi and Don
Hall of Delta Sigma Phi highlighted the second round of fraternity fast-pitch softball Thursday.
Brennan’s slam came in a 184
win over Acacia, while Hall’s was
not enough as Pi Kappa Alpha
beat DSP, 8-7.
Results of other games:
Sigma Chi 7, Sigma Nu 0;
Sigma Phi Epsilon 11, Delta
Upsilon 0; Lambda Chi Alpha
13, Sigma Pi 1 on a two-hitter
by Bill McNamara; and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon got four runs in
the bottom of the fifth for a
10-9 win over Kappa Sigma.
Randy Martin of Theta Chi and
Dean "Niner" Coupe of Sigma

NAME
ADDRESS
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With a 520.00 wave for
$10.00 when you bring
in this Ad. Price includes:
Haircut Shampoo
Set

s’s

fet good for a limited time only

J & 0 Hair Fashions
275A E. San Fernando
Phone 287-6207 for appointment
6
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Davis, Kirk Clayton, Smith and
Carlos raced the baton home in
39.6 despite some faulty handoffs.
The great Lee Evans gave the
fans some excitement during the
mile relay when he took the baton from Neville Myton on the
anchor lap about 25 yards liehind
the leader.
Evans proceeded to grind out
320 yards of powerful running to
catch the two runners ahead of
him on the turn and then used
"just plain guts" down the

straightaway to finish first with
a phenomenal 44.5 lap.
Spartan long jumper Marion
Anderson lost at paper-thin decision to world recomi holder and
Olympic champion Bob Eleamon
as he jumped 26-112 compared to
the winning leap of 26-1%.
Stun Caruthets cleared 16-0 in
the pole vault fur third place and
equalled his best in the 120 hurdles with a 14.2 clocking and a
second place.
Sophomore triple jumper Adrian Porter continued to improve,

Chi hit homers in their team’s
wins.
Today’s independent fast -pitch
3:40 p.m. games with field numbers in parentheses:
Gay Nine vs. Moulder No. 2
(I ); Da Fuzz vs. Sunshine t21;
Hoop Club vs. Markham Hall
13); Sunshine No. 1 vs. Blue
Flame (4); Moulder Hall No. 1
vs. 10th Stivet (51; and Drubbers vs. Castle Corp. (6).
Games scheduled at 5:00:
Fted Ram vs. Blue Sparks (1):
Waffles vs. Wolfpack 12); and
Red Horde vs. APhi0 (5).
Entries for the coed volleyball
tourney are due Wednesday. The
double elimination tournament
begins May 5 and runs through
May 14.

Powerful SJS Booters Meet Tribe
-.Hi-

Soccer fans will have a chance
to see the SJS defending Western Regionai and Western Intel collegiate Soccer Conference
champions, in action for the first
time this year when it opens its
spring slate against Stanford in
Spartan S t adium Wednesday
night at 8:30 p.m.
The SJS junior varsity will
meet Menlo Junior College in a
preliminaly contest starting at
7 p.m.
The annual Alumni game will
be held on Friday, May 16. It
will be a doubleheader, the filst
game beginning at 7 p.m. followed by a 9 p.m. nightcap.
San Jose State will also host
a soccer tournament in conjunction with the Fiesta de las Rosas
of San Jose on May 27 and 28.

The two-day tournry vvill feature
Stanford, an All -Star team made
up of area talent, and the Grasshoppers, champions of the Peninsula Soccer League.
Heading this year’s squad is
Mani Hernandez, a junior, selected by The Sporting News as
the 1968 United States College
Soccer Player of the Year. It is
the first such honor ever bestowed upon a sophomore.
Other lettermen back are
goalie Viguen Khackian, fullback
Al Rodriguez, right wingman
Art Romswinckel, left wingman
Zeljko Pavic, and fullback John
Poulakos.
Three newcomers have been
very impressive. Hadi Ghafouri,
a sophomore from Iran, Ilief
Tiondsen from Norway, and

eYa,
an all-time best uf
50- la
Striding Darold Dent slashed
his way thivugh an impressive
race in the steeplechase and
turned in a third place time of
9:06.
Spartan discus star John Powell captured the college division
event with a 179-11 toss and then
came back to take a sixth with
a great 191-6 toss behind Al oertees 201-3 in the ()pen event.
’rhe &IS Invitational is this
Saturday.

Meet the ASB presidential
candidates and see where
their hearts and heads are.

Sander

7:3 0-Faculty Cafeteria
spon..ored by Alpha Phi Omega I
*** **************************************
_
__
_* ******
.

mission incompetent
good morning mr. pitts. the ad you are looking at was
originally designed to tell you of the great entertainI food awaiting you at the red ram. but
ment and g
enemy forces have uncovered our plan and have sent
meeret agents. disguised as the estahlishnunt, to spread
lies about the "ram."
your tnission, harry, if you should accept it, is to go
to the red rant TONIGHT and se-e to it that the liars
are foiled.
***** petrol
of course, if you or any of your mission

Make Any Day A
Special Occasion
Say I Remember
ith Flowers

5lower.1

force are raptured, the school. the police chief, your
parents. the board of trustees, the governor. the presi-

dent and all of mankind will disavow any knowledge
of your actions.
good luck, harry. this ad will self destruct in 10 WC.
onds if yott horn it!

444 e. william
no minors allowed

4y
Ro3e

Marie

9th & Santa Clara
"IP4"91".00radirip,

Sandy"

Heller
ATTORNEY GENERAL
First On The Ballot
First Pori 011
Political. paid for

GWE,Ydoes
a perfect size 7
lookperfect
only21 days’
eveoimonth?

Netmen Triumph
Mark Elliott easily defeated
John Carpenter, 6-1, 6-2, in the
featured match as SJS beat USF,
9-0, in a tennis match at San
Francisco Thursday.
The win was the Spartans’ 13th
in 16 matches. This week the
Spartans are competing in the
California State championships
at Alpine, beginning today.

AIKMAN!

"Justice Vol Faroritisnt"

Cagers Slate
Rugged Tests
After a rugged December road trip, the San Jose State basketball team will make its debut in the newly formed Pacific Coast Athletic Association against Cal State Los Angeles in Spartan Gym on
Jan. 9, 1970.
Featuring one of the toughest non-league schedules in the school’s
histoiy, the 1969-70 edition of the Spartans will launch a 25-game
schedule on Dec. 3 against the Stanford Indians in Maples Pavillion.
’rwo days later the Spartans will return to Spartan Gym for the
first two of only eight home contests. After meeting the University
of Nevada (Reno) and Tulsa on successive nights, San Jose State will
journey to Berkeley to tangle with California’s Golden Bears before
beginning a brutal eight -game swing to the mid-west.
Highlight of the trip, which will include games agahist Utah, Denver and Wyoming, will be the New Mexico State Insitational Tournament on Dec. 26 and 27. The tournainent field features Idaho State,
Creigttton University and New Mexico State.
*
*
*
1969-70 SAN JOSE STATE BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Date
Opponent
Site
Time
Dec. 3
Stanford
Stanford
Pm
Dec. 5
Nevada (Reno)
Spartan Gym
Pm
Dec. 6
Tulsa
SJ Civic Aud.
Pm
Dec. 9
Callifornia
Berkeley
Pm
Dec. 12
Utah
Salt isle
Pm
Dec. 13
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah
Pm
Dec. 18
Denver
Denver
Pm
Dec. 19
Wyoming
Laramie
P -m
Dec. 22
Colorado State
Fort Collins
Pm
Dec. 26-27 New Mexico State Invitational
p.m.
Las Cruces
(N.Mex. St., Ida. St., Creighton)
Jan. 3
Nevada (Reno)
Reno
Pm
Jan. 9
*Cal State Los Angeles
Spartan Gym
P n’
Jan. 10
UC Santa Barbara
Spartan Gym
Pm
Jan. 27
Cal State Hayward
Spartan Gym
Pm
Jan. 30
"Cal State Long Beach
Long Beach
Pm
Jan. 31
San Diego State
San Diego
P.
Feb. 6
UC Irvine
Irvine
Pm
Feb. 7
University of San Diego
San Diego
Pm
Feb. 13
Cal Staiii Long Beach
Spartan Gym
Pan.
Feb. 14
"San Diego State
Spartan Gym
Pm
Feb. 17
"Fresno State
Spartan Gym
P..,
Feb. 21
Fresno State
Fresno
Pm Feb. 27
*Cal State Los Angeles
Lot Angeles
P.In
Feb. 28
UC Santa Barbara
Goleta
Pm
’ Indicates Pacific Coast Athletic A sociation (PCAA) games

No more
BULL ----

Andre Marcehal.
,i
"in 4r
PAID FOR BY A.R.M COMM.
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France, are all in contention to Si
POLITICAL
land startine berthv.
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CURL UP
THIS
SUMMER

4,

outstanding performances, many
of which were turned in by SJS
athletes.
Sam Davis, the valuable and
strong starting leadoff man fur
the SJS sprint relay teams, courageously hobbled the last 15
yards of his leg in the t3S0 relay
after pulling a hamstring to hand
off to Lee Evans, who along with
teammates Ronnie Ray Smith
and Carlos, managed to pull out
a 1:22.7, equalling their last
week’s best.
The SJS 440 relay team of

****

Charter Flights
Los Angeles.London.Los Angeles
Via
Boeing ;07 Trans.Polar Jet
Round Trio
Depart
Return
Seat PrIc
$295.00
JUNE 18 SEPT. 9
5295.00
JUNE 26 SEPT. 7
$295.00
JUNE 28 AUG. 31
S295.00
JULY 1 SEPT. 10
These flights are available only
Students,
Members,
Faculty
to
Campus Staff and immediate fani.
Hies. This charter program ie not
sponsored or controlled by tlie
California State Colleges.
For reservation forms and full de.
tails please send complete coupon
(below) to: Prof. A. Mandel, Trip
Chairman, 1.14 So. Beverly Driy,c,
Ihverly Hills, Calif. 90212

COLLEGE
FACULTY

The 9.2 not only smashed the
meet record by three-tenths, but
it also shaved a tenth off the 9.3
school record belonging to Tommie Smith, Ray Norton and Dennis Johnson.
Besides the remarkable time in
the 100, Carlos anchored the heralded 440 and 880 relay squads
to impressive victoty clockings
and to top it off was named Outstanding Athlete of the Meet as
he was two weeks ago in the
Dogwood Relays.
The meet featured a bunch of

It has nothing to do with
calories. It’s a special
female weight gain...
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know...that
uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
That’s why so
many women take PAMPRINs.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure A perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfectNor feels loos than perfect, either,

*****************
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Teacher Interviews
Ftepresentathes from the follu%%ing school districts %%III be tin
campus during the remainder of
the month to interslew teather
I
candidates for the 1909-70 nPI
lw held in
year. Inter%Jews
the Placement Center. Bldg. AA,

TOMORROW
Japanese and American Student. Organization, 12!:10 p.fri
I .N:41,1. 1..41:11 preparations foi
-International Week "
Alarketing Club, 6:30 p.m.,
13Ium’s Restaurant. Social hour.
Met ting ai 7:30 p.m. Film "Second Effort" based on psychology
Jerry Kramer and the Green Bay
Packers use to win in football.
Don Crosby, General Sales ’Manager for Pacific Telephone in

Ninth st. Interested can
didates nia% sign for an appointment
SVEDNI:SDAY,

30

Tintbcr Elettleritar
Klein!
y:
_ _

I Ventura

What’s such
alunny"’ book
doing with such
a sad title?
Professor
Wilmess must Die

FINE
NOTE:

A It ’1’ S
This

is

EDITOR’S
the

re%Ised

broadcast schedule, as recently
released by KSJS.
Monday’
6:00 WORLD NEWS
6:05 LOCAL AND
N

Because a sad title gives just the right twist of the knife
to what is surely the year’s most insidious, most devastating satire All about a student uprising that makes
Columbia look like a convent.
"runny and trenchant."BARBARA A. BANNON, Publishers’
Weekly

THE DIAL PRESS

CAMPUS

* ** ******* **************

Aikman
Rutz
Murphy

of;

*
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PAID FOR BY A R M COMM.

terfre4-1144,4,444-1149,4,9441-110.44s1

"A computer has no mind of its own. Its
’brainpower’ comes from the people who
create the programs," says Rod Campany.

Northein and Central California,
will tell how to use psychologY
in selling.
WEDNESDAY
IEEE, 8 p.m., E329 Demonstration un flame acoustics.
Recreation, 7:30 p.m., Co-Rec.
Volleyball tournament. Registration ends 7:30 p.m. April 30.
Tau Delta Phl, 7:30 p.m., 414
Willian St. !upstairs). Meeting.

Revised KSJS Schedule

a nouel by Paul Rader

S4.95. now at your bookstore

Spartaguide

-0-

6:10 THE DAN GRACIA "DG"
SHOW acip 40 plus ’til 8:00
7:tio CAMPUS RADIO VOICE
8:00 THE GRAMOPHONE
SHOP
with Stephen Waldee
9:00 THE MUSIC F’ACTORY
Bob & Ray (New Releases in
Underground Rock
10:00 Sign Off

Health in 1948
he S.IS
wield spent an
average of three days in the
Health Center during 1948 according to a report submitted to
the department of health

You’re a scientist in the sense that you have to
analyze problems in a completely logical way.

Rod earned a B.S. in Math in 1966. Today,
he’s an IBM Systems Programmer working on
a portion of Operating System/360, a
hierarchy of programs that allows a computer
to schedule and control most of its own
operations.

"But you don’t necessarily hunt for an ultimate right answer. There can be as many
solutions to a programming problem as
there are programmers. That’s where the art
comes in. Any given program may work, but
how well it works depends entirely on the
ingenuity of the programmer."

A mixture of science and art
"Programming" means writing the instructions that enable a computer to do its job.
Says Rod, "It’s a mixture of science and art.

Programmers hold a key position in the
country’s fastest growing major industry
information processing. Business Week reports that the computer market is expanding
about 20 percent a year.

Programming at IBM

it’s a chance
to use everything
you’ve got’

P!acement Center
Announces Ten
Job Interviews
June and summer graduates
may sign up for appointments
III the Placement Center, 122
S. Ninth St. Signups begin each
fuestlay before and up to the dal
01 the intemien.
MONDAY. APRIL 28
L. H. Penney and Co. Majors,
BS MS Acctg.
Chevron Chemical Co. Majors,
lius
aterpillar Tractor Co. Majors,
DS Al* Engrg., Ind. Tech., Bus.
and
Fibreboard t’orp. Majors, BS,
ME, 1E, ucctg., mktg.
TUESDAY, APRIL 29
Union Bank. Majors, BS/Bus..
finance, acctg., MBA.
S. S. Kresge Co. Majors, BS
Any Nlajor.
County Per.onnel Dep..rtment. Majors, BS/MS CE.
Beech-Nut. Inc. Majors, BS
MS Chem., aectg., finance, Manpower Admin.. MBA.
Bank of California. Majors,
BS Bus. econ.. Lib. Arts with
bus. or math courses and high
GPA.

You don’t need a technical degree
If you can think logically and like to solve
problems, you could become an IBM programmer no matter what your major. We’ll
start you off with up to twenty-six weeks of
classroom and practical training.
Check with your placement office
If you’re interested in programming at IBM,
ask your placement office for more information.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM.

A SOLOIST Recital on Piano tomorrow night at 8:15 in Concert Hall features Miss Aiko Onishi, in a Faculty Recital. Her
long-awaited program wiN include works by Brahms and Schubert.

Drama Major Wins $50
In Interpretation Contest
I

John Weldon, senior drama major, has been awarded first place
in the Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Contest for his read
ing from Huckleberry Finn by
Mark Twain.
He received the $50 award
Thursday flxim Dennis Jolinson,
last year’s winer, after competing
against 25 entrants.
Six semi-finalists were selected
Tuesday based on a 3 -minute
presentation. In addition to Weldon, other semi-finalists were:
Dan Balestrero, drama major,
reading from "J.B." by Archibald
MacLeish; Marlene Beasley, accounting major, reading "Road to
Glory" by Clarence Darrow; Marie Henry, English major, reading "The Young Soldier" by Octavio Paz; Steven Schultz, English major, reading Me Bucket
Rider" by Franz Kafka; and
Linda Vachon, drama major,
reading "A Day’s Wait" by Ernest- Hemingway.
The final competition, held
Thursday in the Studio Theatre,
pivsented each of the semi-finalists reading a 7-minute selection
from the same work.
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher is an
ernoritii, on)fes,ua: who sponsors

the competition each year. This
is the 19th year for the contest
and the 45th award.

New Charter Dates!
Pure jet on Certified Carriers
for students, faculty, employees and their immediate families.
Ift It ND
Aug. 3 -Aug. 31
Oakland/Amsterdam
June 26 -Sept. 11
Oakland/London
June 6 -Aug. 6
Oakland/London
June 18 -Sept. 12
New York/London

$299
$279
$289
$189

NIEMBERSIIIP

FEE

For schedule and applications

TA!

TI1 \

60 N. First
San Jose Ph. 293-1031

’FUNNIEST ENTERTAINER IN THE WORLD"
"I’Y GOSH, HE’S TWICE AS FUNNY"

Graphics Exhibits
Open This Week
Two nevv ;irt exhibits open today for a week-long display in
the art building. G. C. Antisdell
is showing a selection of his
graphic works and photographs
it) the Main Gallery.
In the Little Gallery Mrs.
Grace Andriola is presenting a
culling from her photographs.
Her theme is "reversing the
motion picture" in the collection
"stiquenceso’ one work shows
ranks of still mot ion picture
frames of a man opening and
closing an umbrella. Mrs. Andriola is a candidate for the
%Tasters of Art degree.

BotoRGE
LEONID’ ’RAMBO()

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
Friday, May 2 - 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: $3.00, S4.00, SS 00
On Sale:

Box Office
912 l’own & Country Village
Phone: 246-1160
San Jost.

(nest

to Fox Theatre)

RING DAY
YOUR
GRADUATION
RING

Wednesday
April 30

the most respected
..ymtDol of your
ecim- otional
ac.hievument.

Speciai
Discount Selector

AND
FREE RING
DRAWING

Watch For

90Pfe
cpaPtatt Seekitore
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SJS Women Air Force Organizations
Repeat Dance Offer SJS Scholarship
Performance

She Tries To \Bend Rules’
By sylvia Endre
Campus Life 1811ter

"Students
claim
they
are
choked by rules; 1 tty to bend
and
make
rules
exceptions where
warranted," said Dr. Marie C.
Fox, who last fall was named
assistant dean of the School of
Humanities and the Arts, the
first woman ever to hold such a
position at SJS.
"There is no reason for lack
of communication; the doors are
open to my office," Dr. Fox continued. Her duties consist of acting as liaison for Dean Dudley
T. Moorhead, dean of the School
of Humanities.
Dr. Fox also is an assistant
professor of philosophy. Her
Personal Values class, which last
semester wits visited by the
Hell’s Angels, has lined up such
varied topics as penology, biblical
myths, yoga and ESP for thLs
somes ter.
FINGER PAINTING
The class consists of one lecture a week plus two meetings
a week that amount to personal
encounter sessions, according to
Dr. Fox.
These sessions consist of pres-

Each painter, after completing
his design, however, moved to
the right, musical chairs-style,
thereby working on his neighbor’s designs. The project involved sensitivity to the feelings and
aims of others.
believes students
Dr.
Fox
should actively take part in
learning. She says of teaching.
"I don’t teach; I don’t know
that I can or that anyone can.
Sometimes I thinlc we presuppose strange concepts of human
nature, when we imagine that
we are dealing with malleable
blobs of plastic that can be
shaped and molded into any desired shape."
’I’M LEARNING, TOO’
"The only way to have anything as a student," she continued, "is to go out and get it.
I’m learning, too, when I’m
teaching."
Dr. Fox says that I.Q. is nature’s wealth. She believes everybody is a genius in the sense
that we all are blessed with
some talent or ability.

TRAVEL AND TEACH
Married to a lieutenant colonel sow retired), a graduate
of West Point, Dr. Fox has

Barry Announces
Campus Disorder
Security System
In the wake of nation-wide violence on campuses, SJS has published, for the first time, security
measures to secure "quick communication in a unified sense" to
stop or prevent campus disruptions.
In a memo published recently,
Th.. David G. Barry, interim
executive vice president, outlined
procedures calling for all faculty
and staff members to "contribute
support" to the security system
on campus.
"This memo does not constitute new security measures, but
only represents in writing what
our policies have always been,"
Dean Barry said.

If this describes you, why
not submit an entry in the ::"
"Insignia

E

Search?" Pen and Ink draw-

.2

College

Union

ing.
DEADLINE:
MAY 16. 1969
PLACE:

E
=
.%

COLLEGE UNION.
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
For

more information

i
F.

Fr:

Can 29,1-611 1. FM. 276:1 F.

Dean Barry explained the
memo is an attempt to disseminate security information to faculty, staff, and students for their
own assurance and need.
"Different modes of action,
such as violent confrontation and
intimidation of faculty and students, have been introduced to
the college campuses to achieve
different goals," Dean Barry
said.
"We will not allow violence and
coercion on campus," he said.
Dean Barry pointed out many
faculty members and students do
not know what to do when confronted with disruption.
The megno is an attempt to
correct that situation, he said.

If You Are

Political

ASHAMED
McMasters
Foss
Kelley

Qualified

student body.
Recently approved by Financial
Aids Director Donald Ryan, the
jointly-sponsored scholarship will
be available for the 196840 academic year. Applications are now
being accepted and considered at
the Financial Aids Office in the
Administration Building. Only

requirements tor consideration
include an intervicvx, with the
sponsors, having at least sophomore standing, and a good aca;.
demic record.
"Sonic students are worthy of
financial aid but iire not competitive scholastically," noted
A.A.S. Commander Gerald Brent nail. "Although $100 is not a
large sum," he added, "it may
mean the difference between
ending and completing an edit...
cation."

**********************************Ork*****:

MAYFAIR MODEL AGENCY

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FAC ULTY

1

STUDENTS

SJS from 1958 to 1960 and re-

ALUMNI

turned in 1965 to stay.

AS8
MOVIE & STILL

Just present your staff or

***** ****** ************4
Wedding
Photography
to fit vow. budget
Vino’s Photography:

* Ci.meras

card

* Supplies

* Projectors * Equipment

taught wherever their travels
took them. She has been on the
faculties of the American College in Paris, University of Massachusetts, Smith College, as well
as colleges in North Carolina and
Arkansas, where she organized
a philosophy department.
from 9-5
But, 272-2210
"I always found a faculty position wherever my husband was
other
Res. 251-3126*
sent," she explains.
44401441444-164***4414442621-944t

DEVELOPING - PRINTING

Can help you open the door

245

’OE

4s
now intersiexxing N1EN & is
011101 for training in Fashion Stud.
.%thertising. and
rling. Radio &
Drama. Mayfair is not a charin
It is an approsed professional
,e1
course with licensed instructors. Students in the Drama and TV C0111,1,
ill our own produe
N ill Ilt.
Uinta fur pa) and tisperitintie. Many
Drama courses will 1111. critiqued by
well known professional actors. Take
iiir swing at the big time. Call 1111,
for )11111’ i111,rsicw.
Mayfair Model Agency
Nlayfair

joJe
Camera Chop

* Custom Color Lab:

SOUTH FIRST

1961 The Alameda
9 to 5 Daily except Sun.

243-9340

Prompt and Courteous Service

Spartan Daily Classifieds
FURNITURE table lamps. sofa. bookcases, desks and other items. Good condition. Phone 294-8174.
A PHI 0 FLICKS - Morris Dailey, Sat. U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
7 & 10 p.m. "Umbrellas of Cherbourg." jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
VOTE FOR
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPRALPH PORTILLO Upper Division Rep- PIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velvet
resentative. (Political)
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
YOGA
MEDITATION every Tues. STORE. 375 E. Nodding. Between 8th
morning, 8 a.m. Allen Hall Lounge. Yogi & 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
A. Alexander. No Fee. New College closed Mon.
invites everyone.
COMPLETE Ham Station: $249. National NCX-3. Transceiver for srta, cw, am BENEFIT FOR SAN JOSE ZOO
Entertainment. Frontier incl. power supply & new magnetic
Dinner-Dance
Village, Sat. May 17. Donation $7.50 per microphone. Call Bob 251.1913.
person. Includes dinner, dancing, rides. CLARINET - B.flat Bundy and stand.
Adults only. Tickets available from: Excellent condition. $100 or make offer,
Andy’s Pet Shop (The Alameda), San 264-8132.
Jose Zoo (Ke+., Park) Weekends Only. HUMAN HAIR WIG: Dr. brown shoulder length. Head and case incl. Ex.
condition. $25. 287-3883.
AUTOMOTIVE (21
SONY TC-660. 4 trk., 4 head Stereo
Tape Recorder w/auto rev. Exc. cond.
’66 RIVIERA GRAN. SPORT
Full factory power incl. air cond.. steret6; Nead cost $625. ask $325, 286.6378.
radio, tilt wheel, cruise control. and mag.
wheels w/Pirelli tires, Verdi green w/blk.
HELP WANTED 141
interior. $3295. Call 294-6711 or 292ANNOUNCEMENTS (II

6767.
’60 FORD

WAGON, stick. Must sell
going to Europe, $150. Call Moulder
Hall, 294-2927. eves.; ask for Barry
Kincade.
’65 A. H. SPRITE, red, tonneau, soft.
top, good condition, $1,000. Call Al,
251.3149.
’66 PONTIAC LE MANS. 6 cyl., auto,
2 dr., vinyl top. R/H, good condition.
35.000 mi. $1600. 961-8490.
’58 MGA good shape. Call 292-3267 or
see at 230 S. 10th.
’64 CHEVY IMPALA. S.S. 283 Automatic transmission, power steering. Must
sell. Call 286-0527 between 5.10 p.m.
Good condition.
’68 MUSTANG VI. Power steering &
brakes, auto trans. Stereo tape. Must
sell. 438-1028.
’66 MGII. Black, mags, hardtop, softtop. All the extras. Needs work. $1200/
best offer. Must sell. Call Mark at 2538348 or 296-1224.
1957 FORD, Fairtane, 2 dr. Hardtop
V-8. Good school or work car, $150.
Call Don after 5 p.m. eves 265.1975.
’66 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE. Black, must sell.
Best offer, 287-4309 after 5:00. Good
tires and body.
A PHI 0 FLICKS - Morris Niley, 5;1.
7 & 10 p.m. "Umbrellas of Cherbourg."
’58 MORRIS MINOR Convert. Radio &
Heater, clean, good gas mileage, $150.
292-4595.
’67 VW SIEGE SEDAN Excel. cond. All
new tires. $1295 or offer. Jon. 1668
East Fernando St.
’63 CORVAIR SPYDER convertible E..
cond. low mileage, new top, new rubber great engine - 4 speed. Call 2872550 $425.
HONDA ’64 Blue 50 cc 4,000 miles excellent condition $98. Call 251-1913
le VW, sunroof, gas gauge, relengine, low mileage, and 4 dents. $3’rl,
265-1639.
MITEE QUICK ’50 Jeep panel 327
’vette, muncie 4 spd., new paint. call
286.8321 eve.
’66 KARMAN GHIA convt. under 6,000
miles. Radio. $2,100. Call 286-7840 after
5 30 p

FOR SALE

FASHION DESIGNERS WANTED.

WANTED: Dependable Babysirler for 9
mo. child two blocks from Campus. Call
286-4832.
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending
route. 30-50%. 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full

or oar, time.

WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
assist in Psych. experiment. Pay $2.00
hr. work done on campus. April -May.
Call Mrs. Rice 968.7548.
FEMALE upp. div. or grad. student
wanted to do lite hskpg. & cook dinner
in exchange for free room & board.
Private home. 252.7846.
GIRLS if you’re looking for a part time
job, with flexible hours & good p.y.
don’t pass up this ad. No experience
necessary $2.00 hr. Call 287-1196.
PART TIME Telephone work our office.
Commission basis hours to suit, close to
campus, pa:d daily, 287-3600, Stalcup
Advertising.
HELP WANTED - Male or Female.
Full or part time. Can earn $3/hr. & up
in commissions on telephone sales. 2945006 or 294-5007.
A PHI 0 FLICKS - Morr:s Dailey. Sat.
7 & 10 p.m. "Umbrellas of Cherbourg"

Es. ’SPARETIME CASH WRITING OPPOR
tablished Saratoga Boutique, desires TUNITY. INTERESTED IN PLANNING
fashion designers to produce all in -vogue NATIOAL TV GAME SHOW STUNTS.
styles. If you have the ability to create CALL WALKER 863-0077 (FOR APPT.)
NEW and DIFFERENT fashions. Call 8672556 or 867-1054.
MALE RELIEF WORKER. Part-time 48
HOUSING (51
hr. shift, pay open. Residential program
for MR Adults. Excellent Social Service ,
rey
Experience. Contact: Mrs. M. Robarts.1 UNIV. OF ARIZONA F
2.97-6167. Hope for Retarded Children sponsible, rent & care for home with
W
summer.
Pay
now
1644
privacy
for
& Adults, Inc.
Roller Coaster Rd., Tucson, Arizona
MUSICAL TALENT needed for new first 85704.
class supper club, for evening entertainment. Must be over 21 yrs. Opportuni- FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
ty for favorable exposure. 258-7521 or mo. Royal Lana, Apts. Pool & Sauna.
264.5329. 3469 tylcKee Rd., San Jose. Sr. or Jr. preferred. 272.0804.

lines

amount for
each addl.

1

EUROPE, Jet Charters, $275-315 rd.
trip, $175 one way. 1217 Carleton.
Berkeley, 841.3965 after 5 p.m,
REED TO FLY somewhere fast? Will fry
vou there for flight experse only cheap.
Call 252-4088 ask for Jon after 7 p.m.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:

Expert

Classified Adv.

Three days

Four days

Fiye days

2.25

2.40

2.50

2.75 -

2.90

3-.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

-3-.4-M-

4.00

1.50

2.00
-2.50

2.50

3.00

3.00-

3.50- --3-:75

Office -J206
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.

.50

.50

tIonal one

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Personals (7)
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
D Services (8)
Housing (5)
FOr Sale (3)
rl lost and Found (81 ID Transportation (9)

M 10:30-i 1:30
WF 9:30-1 1:30

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check

on

Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Print
.50

EDITING. NO typing. Call 248.6522.

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, accurate minor editing. Mrs. Baxter, phone
244-6581.
WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95,, hundred
Free catalog end samples. Phone (416)
321-1317.
TYRING. FAST, ACCURATE. EXPER.
IENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from cam.
ous. Mrs. Aslanien. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
term papers, thesis, etc. Dependab
ieesonable. 794 1311.
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY SPECIAL
8x10’s for 512.50 also weddings,
sit-ins riots, call for rates. F.R. DALKEY
2,18 0894

cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)
No refunds

Two days

.50

TRANSPORTATION 19)

Esche’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT

2.00

..
su

A PHI 0 FLICKS - Morris Dailey, Sat.
7 & 10 p.m. "Umbrellas of Cherbourg."
F.W. HOW’S your white Lemon?
DRIVING to Davenport Free Beach daily
this spring. Have room for girl riders.
Dale, 262-3228, eves.
INTERESTED in going to Europe for
summer? Went traveling companions?
Contact Natalie, 294.5703.
AUTO INSURANCE. Lowest possible
cost. No driver refused. Monthly payments. Steve Peacock Insurance, 2488944 or 354-7513.
B.J.G.. you’re pretty nice. B.L.
VOTE FOR
RALPH PORTILLO Upper Division Representative. (Political)
ENJOY THE WARM afternoons by visit
ing San Jose Zoo in Kelly Park. Call
287-1637 for info.
RALPH - Blow your mind - Smoke
Gun Powder!
ABSURDITY isn’t if there’s a reason.
Dial Peace of Mind. 294.3333.

RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from

Minimum
3 lines

PERSONALS 17)

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.

CLASSIFIED RATES

-4

S.rit,. $7.50. You
CUSTOM MADE
supply 1 yd. material & 1 yd. lining.
Allen Hall #122. 294.8741.
BABYSITT1NG IN THE HOME while you
attend classes. Across from library. Call
Mrs. B. Heppe. 287.0564.

HAPPY, responsible childcare call 286.
LIBERAL MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 4540.
Own room. $50/mo. Prefer under grad. WILL TYPE TERM PAPERS, thesis. etc.
- reasonable rates. Call Bonnie Metz.
36 So. 10th #3. 287-5402.
287-3681.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Complete
custom color from $35. Call Mr. Wall
LOS’ AND FOUND 16)
295-9559 for appt.
HAVE YOUR CAR
LOST: Pair of glasses in a tan case.
WASHED BY AN F.XPERTI
REWARD. Call 258-5223.
Do it yourself. ASTORS Coin -op Auto.
wash 732 So. Isr - 804 Lincoln.

WE WILL DESIGN your engagement
ring and sell you a quality diamond at
a wholesale price. 40.60% off the retail price. Call Jim Self 286-0964.
WILL CARE FOR HOUSE
Teacher & wife (no kids) will take care
of house or apt. June-Sept. Will pay
utilities & give best care. Write Jim
Craig, 1104 N. Willis Visalia, Cal. 93277

(3)

One day

NEEDED, 384 E
Williams, $45/mo. 292-8437.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED until
June to share apt. with 3 others. $37.50
- close to campus. 294.1827.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 bdrm.
apt. ph. 295-7724. (in PM)

SERVICES (8)

r
Three lines
One day

FEMALE ROOMMATE

DATING SERVICE, $2.00 for life.
matching, 286-4540.

SEARS BEST TAPE RECORDER. ;
solid state, 4 track store ,. $
i 7810.

lines
6 lines
--Ad-d-U-1 ii-

Paid tor by McMasters Foss & Keiley

The program is open to the
public. Tickets are available for
$1.25 at the Student Affairs
Business Office or at the Old
Town Theatre Box Office.

ican Education." She taught at

1

ResponsiN

Members of the SJS Women’s
Physical Education Department
will repeat an original dance performance Friday and Saturday in
the Old Town Theatre in Los
Gatos at 8:15 p.m.

men" and "Who’s Who in Amer-

DR. MARIE FOX
"I don’t teach"

Air Society anti Angel
the Air Force now’s
twu campus service clubs, are
offering a $100 scholarship to the
Flight,

"Who’s Who in America.n Wo-

of your A.S.B. Government
Only you can change it!

VOTE

Arnold

Staunchly asserting that women must find their place in the
sun, Dr. Fox said they have too
long been abused and treated
as inferiors.
However, the world is becoming aware, she said, that women
have a tremendous amount to offer and that a tremendous reserve has been going to waste.
Dr. Fox was educated at Cornell, Northwestern and Duke Universities, holds numerous scholastic honors, is a Phi Beta Kappa
member, and was included in

emotions by the students. For
instance, one topic recently was
"Spotaneity," rind students un
hands and knees finger painted
oil a room-sized canvas.

"Know everything about yourself in order to find out what
your own blessing is," she exhorts students. "Your blessing
is a part of nature. and it is a
part of nature to find it out
That to me Ls what education
is all about," she added.

TALENTED
ARTISTK
BROKE?

SPARTAN DAILT-5

Monday, April 29, 19119

Dr. Marie Fox, ’An SJS First’

Name

Address
City

For
Enclosed is
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE. CALIF.
Ness allow 2 days eller placing ter ad le eoper.

Days

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
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Jeff Mullins . . .

. . . Dave Aikman

Responsible Student Power’

’Not Advocating Violence’

Froni Page

0

I)

man’s progress because he Wit, p,U1’ hand-picked succes.sor?
Mullins: Yes, I’m responsible. I certainly apologize
but I do not take full responsibility.
Daily: You’re :al advocate of student power, isn’t that
right?
Mullins: I’m tui advocate of responsible student power.
Daily: 1)0 you deny you’re in the csunpaign just to
help Bill Lwigan and that the charges you’re making
now are just to hurt Aikman and get them in print, then
drop out of the race and support another candidate?
Mullins: I’m in this race to take votes away from
Dave Aiknian and win the election.
Dully: In the middle of last week. werent you working hard in Bill Langan’s campaign?
Mullins: At one point I could see Bill Langan a.s a
very good and strong president, but then I came to realize that he was a moderate and not a radical.
Daily: And you are?
Mullins: I’m a radical.
Daily: You call yourself a radical, but during the recent strike, you did not go on strike.
Mullins: I supported the strike. I did not go to some
of my classes.
Daily: Most people who c(msider themselves radicals
during the strike were on strike. Were you on the picket
line?
Mullin/a No. I wasn’t.
Daily: What plans do you envision for the minority
students?
Mullinto I’m not going to speak on minority students

or their program.s. I’ll let the phony liberal Dave Aikman go ahead on this. I know the minorities don’t want
a White liberal going around making suggestions for
them. One of their biggest desires is to take Care of their
own problems.
Daily: Why did you drop out of the recall Miner movement if you’re so dissatisfied with the "phony liberal?"
Mullins: I started the movement becau.se I saw on the
clunpus that all spectriuns of the community were dissatisfied with what Miner was doing and I was the
spokesman for the movement. I dropped out because
you (The Daily) sabotaged it.
Dally: As soon as someone does something you don’t
like you’re going to quit. Is that right?
Mullins: I’ll go see if there isn’t another way I can
do it.
Daily: Since you seem to have the same goals as this
year’s student adminisUntion, what would you have
done differently?
Mullins: It means we’re going to have to meet people
num to man and ffind out where people stand.
Daily: You have talked about a student committee
equivalent to Academic Council which would compete
vvith Academic Council.
’Mullins: An academic assembly elected having students and financed by the student government.. The body
would recommend to the college president.
Daily: Wouldn’t it be more reasonable to reorganize
Academic Council?
Mullins: How would I go about doing that? All I can
do Ls put some pressure on the council through competition.

International Week
Brings World -Wide
Culture to Campus
11 kVA

MORRIS

Daily ( it1111,11% Lite Editor
A Chinese Ribbon Dance, fine food
from the Middle East, a Gung Fu
demonstration. Yuala (lancing, fashions
from throughout the world -- this is
but a small sampling of this week’s
agenda as SJS celebrates International
Week today through Saturday..
The yearly festivities will begin
with a rock concert featuring the
sounds of "Throckmorton" at 2:30 p.m.
today on Seventh Street.
The International Food Bazaar, the
Inteinational Ball and a "Trip to the
Orient" are among the high points of
the week.

EOP Budgeting
’Top Priority,’
Says Dr. Barry
,( ontinued From Page I
state has to show that it too is willing
to respond to the needs of these EOP
students," Dr. Barry continued.
"The students (Student Council)
have done a wonderful thing (supporting the EOP. I think the state has to
match the effort made by the students,
and I think it will."
"With the expansion of the program.
we could not go beyond the next year
without beginning to completely destroy the programs we fund at this
time," according to A.S. Treasurer
Dave Aikman, who introduced the
resolution to council. The $40,000 allocation will come from the $51,000 general fund, he explained, although the
AS. still has a $35,000 reserve fund
which will cover any emergency at
SJS at this time.
The college administration is currently establishing contacts with local
legislators tegarding EOP funding.
The administration is presenting the
college’s position on the necessity of
the funding. Aikman, along with council representatives, executives, EOP
students and other elements of SJS,
plan to go to the legislature in Sacramento to lobby for EOP funding within two weeks.
The question to be presented to the
legislature, Aikman said, is "We can’t
continue this. Are you going to let the
EOP go down the drain?"
EOP representatives from all the
state colleges met Friday in San Jose
to discuss possible courses of action to
increase funding for their programs. A
statement by the group is expected to
be made today.

Candidates’ Forum
Associ a t ed S t tale n ts
A S. I of f ice
candidates will speak in an open forum
tonight at 7:30 in Cafeteria A and 13,
stxmsored by Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity.

l’aod from more than a dozen counwill provide the campus community an eating change Friday at the
International Food Bazaar as Seventh
Street becomes the focu.s of attention
with food booths and hungry curious
students.
During the Bazaar, various groups
will entertain, including "Ilui-o-Kamaina" (Hawaiian Club) Yuala dancing.
Kembu (sword dance) and a judo
d(smonstration are included on the
Japanese -American Student Organization’s program from 1-3 p.m. in the
Wornen’s Gym. They will provide a
cultural display of Japanese art in
Cafeteria B from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Back on Seventh Street Friday afternoon an International Fashion show
will present male and female models
in costumes from all over the world.
Friday night ticket holders for the
International Ball may enjoy an international buffet beginning at 7 p.m.,
food being provided by various Bay
Area restaurants.
Tickets for the dance are currently
an sale in the Student Affairs Business
Office. The dinner-dance affair co.sts
$5 per couple for students and $20 for
non-student couples.
International Week will close Saturday night with "A Trip to the Orient"
beginning at 8 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The program will also include a
violin solo, an Indonesian, Hawaiian
and Polynesian dance, guitar solo, and
a Gung Fu demonstration.
Tickets for the "Trip" are now on
sale in the Student Affairs Business
Office for $1. Tickets the night of the
performance will be $1.25.

(continued F’rom Page 1)
tirasurer’s job is not as difficult as people think it is.
I think a treasurer’s respon.sibility is to see that the
funds are being dealt with properly, and this year I
can only think of two requests that were turned dowrt.
I think we’ve done a fine job in getting funds to variou.s
groups who have never asked for funds in the past. I
think the treasurer has to go beyond just dealing with
funds. He’s got to look, as an executive in the as.socianon, at policy.
Daily: Are you Dick Miner’s hand-picked successor?
Do you want to disassociate from Miner?
Molten: I don’t want to disassociate myself from
Miner’s administration because I thirdc I have lived up
to my obligation to work with him. I think he’s given
the campus in many vvays a new direction. I have disagreed many times with Dick on issues, and my assurnption is that he is the president of the student body and
he has the final say, and that is the way it should be.
Yet we will be dealing wit.h problems with a much harder direction than we have ttdcen this year. There were
times this year when we should have moved quicker
and harder and we did not, and it’s been because of the
split we’ve had in the executive branch.
Daily: flow will you expand funding of the EOP?
Allman: We are hoping to receive support from the
legislature. I have been asIdng the administration all
year long: What are we going to do about EOP? Where
are we going to get the fwids? VVhen the A.S. committed them.selves, they committed thetn.selves to a program in the beginning, to get it started. We have already
outrun our ability to fund that program.

Mudslinging’ Charges

Debate Stirs Election Controversy
(taattinued Front l’age I)
Foss’ fraternity brothers .it the Acacia
ta support hitn.
house vvere not
Foss was not iinia).1..itea.
hut
hoer
in the Sp.a
for (dmrnent,
.11
Daily atfiee he

stand play and we can answer every
charge."
Asked to comment on Miner’s charge
that he had never been A.S. president
of Glendale JC, he referred the question 10 MeMasters, who said, "That’s

true. But when I said that at the SAM
meeting I was mixed up on two points.
Foss was actually president of the
Veterans Club and chairman of the
conduct and rules conunittee. The conduct rules contmittee at Glendale sets
policy for the students. They have nu
president."
Regarding his leave of absence from
the Triton Corporation, Foss interjected, "I was not let go. I asked for
a leave of absence when I went into
student politics back in January."
Asked to clear up the controversy,
Robert Morgan, president of the Triton
Corporation, said, "I don’t exactly
know what the phrase ’on leave’
means, but we were satisfied with his
work and would gladly rehire Mr.
Foss."
’OUT-AND-OUT LIE’
Foss then corrunented, "As to the
charge that my fraternity brothers
aren’t supporting our ticket, that’s an
oat-and-out lie."
Asked to clarify this point, Bill
Walston, president of Acacia fraternity said, "Miner’s allegation is not
true. The Acacia fraternity supports
the McMasters ticket." Walston, however, indicated that no house vote had
ever been taken on the matter.
Giving his view of the afternoon’s

Young Demos Elect
Fitzgerald President;
Honda Vice President
VEEP IN SMOKE. Dennis Prescott, recently disqualified from the A.S.
election race because of grades, sets fire to his A.S. card during the Oxford Union Debate Friday in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Prescott had been
a candidate with his brother John on the Universal Life Party ticket. He is
a "minister" in the Universal Life Church, Inc., founded by Dr. Kirby J.
Hensley of Modesto.

Two Seats Open

Two Vie for Academic Council
By SUSAN ALF
Daily Campaign Writer
Only two students are running for
two positions on next year’s Academic
Council.
James Edwards, brother of Harry
Edwards, who organized the Olympic
Games boycott, is one of the candidates. He is a junior psychology major
and has worked with the Educational
Opportunity Program (EOP) and for
the formation of a Black Studies Depart men t .
"Our institution of higher ’indoctrination’ must continue to progress
toward those goals which will make
education a more meaningful and relevant experience for all concerned," Edwards said.
The most effective manner to make
education more relevant, according to
Edwards, is "To participate in and
influence the process in which decisions
are made concerning the status and
future of students at SJS."

Daily: What will you do if the state will not give funds
to EOP?
Alkmart: I would do exactly what I did this year, and
that is do whatever I ean to see that funds are given
to the EOP.
Dully: Would you like to make a final statement?
Allow= I have a fear inside at this time. I think
the government this year has moved, moved consUaietively, and prevented many of the violent things we’ve
had on our ciunpu.s in the past. I think they’ve opened
up many doors that have been closed to us in the past.
I think they’ve developed an air of respect that the
administration has not even spoken out on in the past.
This year we’ve seen the administration in many degrees a product of the dialogue and the strategy that
we’ve used to apply pressure to bring about change. But
my fear deals with the direction that we could go in next
year. I think some of the candidates that are involved
are very dangerous people. Not only are they insensitive to the problems of the students, that are on this
campus today, some of them have not even been involved
in the past in thase problems. And I think that whoever
sits in that chair next year is going to have to deal with
a lot of different factions. He’s going to have to be a
man of principle, which is the area I stood on all year
long. And he’s going to have to deal with people in relationship to our ability to perhaps fund their need.s.
The fear. to me, look.s like we go foiactud this year with
the administration that I am advocating or perhaps we
will take a backward step. And that backward step, I
think, could lead to various serious consequences.

Pass or fail grades for all general
education courses, intellectual experimentation and campus autonomy written into the California state constitution are the platform planks of Tim
Fitzgerald, senior economics major.
Fitzgerald has been executive assistant to the A.S. president, chairman
of the Student Activities Board, and
a member of Academic Council’s Liaison Committee on Issues and Probterns and chairman of Academic Council’s ad hoc By-Laws ReViSi011A COMm tee.
"I believe the college must encour-

Pre-Vote Schedule
The Radio-Television News Center
will present a pre-eleetion special on
KSJS (90,7 FM) tonight at 9. The program will give in-depth reports on all
tickets and candidates for student
off ice,

age intellectual experimentation. The
present curriculum does not do this,"
Fi t zgerald said.
"Students should have the option to
take all general education courses and
all electives on a pass/no pass basis,"
he said.
"All knowledge is interrelated and
should be taught that way. To this
end, t.he content of general education
courses must be re-evaluated," Fitzgerald said.
"Intellectual freedom must be preserved, because the colleges, like the
courts, are in pursuit of truth. This
can only be guaranteed by establishing
campus autonomy in the California
state constitution," he said. ’The college community must take a firm,
united stand against any political interference in campus affairs."
Current A.S. Pres., Dick Miner, was
also running for Academic Council;
but dropped out Friday.

The Young Democrats Club elected
Tim Fitzgerald, Dick Miner’s administrative assistant, as their new president at last week’s meeting. Mike
Honda, member of the Chicano Educational Opportunity Program (EOP)
and a YD, was elected vice president;
Helen Biskupski, member of KennedY
Youth Corps, as secretary, and S.
James Burch, associate justice of the
Student Activities Board, as treasurer.
Gael Douglass, Sen. Alfred Alquist’s
administrative assistant, explained the
senator’s bill (SB483) and constitutional amendment (18) for reorganizing higher education, and another bill
tSB164) for the EOP. "Education is
a right, not a privilege," he believes.
An amendment to the reorganization proposals, authored by Addie Inset, member of student council and
candidate for graduate representative,
was also read by Douglass. This
amendment would provide for student
representation on the regional governing boards provided for in SI3483 and
constitutional amendment 18.
The Young Democrats then passed,
by majority vote, a resolution to support the senator’s bills, with the inclusion of Addie’s amendment.

Song Girl Workshop
A song girl workshop will be held
tomorrow from 7 to 9 p.m. in MG207.
Workshops will also be held May 1,
6 and 8. Final tryouts will be held
May 13 at 6 p.m. in MG207. All women
with 2.0 GPA are eligible for tryouts.
Further inforrnation is available from
Joan Carlson, head song girl at
287-7’773.

developments, MeMasters said, "It’s
simply a beautiful Miner political
move aimed at discrediting our ticket.
Unfortunately he has twisted the truth
and misrepresented our positions and
background.
’INTEGRITY ATTACKED’
"I feel my personal integrity has
been attacked and that the remarks
presented are representative of the
type of leadership that now exists in
student government."
Miner was not available for further
comment.
It was a bad day all around for
"The Good Guys," as they were continuously attacked by the "liberal"
gathering of more than 200 students.
They were questioned about a letter
denuoncing SDS and soliciting funds
and support for a party called the
College Union Party. The letter was
signed by Foss.
Answering the question, McMasters
indicated that the letter had been sent
out prior to his affiliation with Foss
and Bob Kelley, treasurer candidate,
and that it had nothing to do with
the present party.
"The Good Guys" were not the only
candidates to feel the wrath of the
gathering. "Loaded" questions were directed at every candidate.
CHAOTIC ATMOSPHERE
The general atmosphere in the auditorium was one of chaos, with catcalls and four-letter words abundant.
Badgered about his stand on freezing the marching band funds, A.S.
Treasurer Dave Aikman flatly stated,
"If you could see what’s going on
you’d realize it’s not the Student
Council that is killing the marching
band, it’s band director Roger Muzzy."
Streaking out on her ticket’s involvement in student affairs, Merles Alaimo
said, "We don’t know all the answers,
but you can be damn sure that if we
don’t, we’ll find out."
Pointing out that student government must represent all students,
Grady Robertson stated, "I propose a
reorganization of student government
to make it more representative. We
must see that student government
meets its inherent obligation to the
students."

Miner Warns Clark,
Demands Information
On Committee Report
(continued From Page I)
Miner emphasized, however, that
for either to be effective Dr. Clark
must give the council or board the
power to take final action.
"An infraction has definitely occurred," Mined said. "Maybe there is
a lack of funds, and maybe we should
redress the problems, and give them
more money to work with.
"On the other hand, maybe it would
be better to phase out the department.
Perhaps there is a need to juggle personalities over there," Miner said. No
matter what the solution is, it is time
for action to be taken, Miner concluded.

